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In accordance to the spirit of the higher authorities’ documents, and to resolve the problem of having no qualified successors, each region must emphasize on promoting a group of young cadres with both integrity and talent. A group of young cadres were immediately selected from within the county. Many of the cadres were so young that they had only been working for two years, and weren’t even 20 years old yet, and still were put up for promotion for deputy bureau chief. Some busybodies conducted an in depth investigation of these young cadres’ social background, the results made the National People’s Congress to be taken aback. It turns out that among these young cadres with so-called integrity and talent, some had fathers who were town party secretaries, some had uncles who were mayors, some had uncles who were county head commissioners, and some had uncles who were members of the county standing committee… in other words, not one of them lacked a notable background.

The problem arises when you still cannot address a phenomenon even after identifying it. These young cadres’ nomination for promotion have all been chosen with strict adherence to the promotion process of Organization Department of the Communist Party in the county. In other words, the young cadres’ nominations for promotions are all legal. The only thing is, there are many young cadres with talent and integrity who do not have officials as older relatives, but not even one made it past the qualification round for nomination, and all slipped through.

In accordance to the spirit of the higher authorities’ documents, every region must emphasize on nominating a group of female cadres, in order for female
comrades and male comrades to both be equally in charge and make decisions. A group of female cadres were immediately chosen from within the county for positions of deputy department cadre and higher, in some cases, exceptions were even made, and some female cadres were nominated for head department cadre.

Everyone naturally believed that these female comrades were certainly able and worthy of nomination. Otherwise, why were some female cadres who worked at their post for many years not nominated, while some female cadres who were only at their post for 2 years were nominated instead?

As it happens, not long after, the county party secretary was detained and interrogated on accounts of bribery. After that, news was passed on from reliable sources: he was only in the county for 2 years, but maintained 10 mistresses. And these mistresses were all on the list of female cadre from last time’s nominations.

Therefore, people had the consensus that if a female cadre is nominated, she must have “offered her body”.

In accordance to the spirit of the higher authorities’ documents, there must be political intervention and oversight from outside-of-party cadres on the county’s four troupes, which are the party committee, the government, the National People’s Congress of China, and the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference. A group of outside-of-party cadres were selected from within the county. Aside from the men, there were 4 female cadres among the group. According to the consensus, people guessed that perhaps these four female cadres may have also “offered their bodies”? Busybodies investigated the female cadres one by one, and the results shocked everyone. Not one of the four female cadres relied on “offering their body” to get the nomination.

According to this, many people naturally dropped the consensus of “if a female cadre earns a nomination, she must have offered her body”: not all female cadres relied on this tactic to aspire, and the nomination of these four female cadres is powerful proof of this.

Friends, the results of the investigation of the busybodies still has one part you haven’t heard yet: it turns out that all four female cadres have family connections with officials in leadership positions at the county level or higher.